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1 Peter  
 
1 Peter 2:18-25 
 
Read verses 18 to 25.    
 
1Pet. 2:18    Slaves, accept the authority of your masters with all deference, not only those 
who are kind and gentle but also those who are harsh. 19 For it is a credit to you if, being 
aware of God, you endure pain while suffering unjustly. 20 If you endure when you are beaten 
for doing wrong, what credit is that? But if you endure when you do right and suffer for it, you 
have God’s approval. 21 For to this you have been called, because Christ also suffered for 
you, leaving you an example, so that you should follow in his steps. 
 
22  “He committed no sin, and no deceit was found in his mouth.” 
 
23 When he was abused, he did not return abuse; when he suffered, he did not threaten; but 
he entrusted himself to the one who judges justly. 24 He himself bore our sins in his body on 
the cross, so that, free from sins, we might live for righteousness; by his wounds you have 
been healed. 25 For you were going astray like sheep, but now you have returned to the 
shepherd and guardian of your souls. 
 

This pericope (short section) is the first of two sections in which Peter address relationships 
between people who live within a household.  The first section addresses Christian 
SERVANTS (OR SLAVES) and the second address Christian HUSBANDS AND WIVES.  The 
relationships about which he writes are set in the context of the first century Roman world.  
We need to read them acknowledging that Peter wrote into a specific, existing context and 
we should be careful to read both in this light, and the light of the rest of Scripture.  It is not 
helpful to take one passage of Scripture in isolation as this can easily lead to heresy or 
wrong understanding. 
 
Let us remind ourselves of what Peter said at the beginning of this chapter concerning all 
Christians being living stones in the living temple of which Christ is the head and 
cornerstone.  Recall that in verse 4 he said “like living stones, let yourselves be built into a 
spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood, to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God 
through Jesus Christ.” 
 
SLAVES! 
The notion of slaves in 2020 is not only strange to us but is abhorrent.  In the first century 
attitude towards slaves was quite different from today. Many “slaves” were treated 
extremely well, although not all were, and many were treated extremely badly.  Note the 
words of Max Anders again concerning slaves in the time of Peter. 
 

“Slaves refers to those who worked in a family setting. Many of them were well-
educated and held responsible positions in their households. These “slaves” of the 
first century included doctors, teachers, musicians, and secretaries.”1 
 

                                                      
1
 Op cit p34 



Also, please see at the end of these notes an article about Slaves and Servants in 
the Roman world.  Wayne A. Grudem, (Tyndale Commentary, Vol17: 1 Peter, p131) 
writes: 
 
 
18. Peter addresses servants, using a less common word, oiketēs. The term is 
nearly synonymous to doulos, the common New Testament word for ‘servant’ (TDNT 
2, p. 261), but oiketēs suggests a nuance of service within a household (LSJ, p. 
1202). Both terms have also been translated ‘slave’ (NIV), but the horrible 
degradation of slaves in 19th-century America gives the word ‘slave’ a far worse 
connotation than is accurate for most of the society to which Peter was writing.2   
 
Although mistreatment of slaves could occur then too, it must be remembered that 
1st-century slaves were generally well treated and were not only unskilled labourers 
but often managers, overseers, and trained members of the various professions 
(doctors, nurses, teachers, musicians, skilled artisans). There was extensive Roman 
legislation regulating the treatment of slaves. They were normally paid for their 
services and could expect eventually to purchase their freedom (OCD, p. 995; also 
p. 793, art. ‘peculium’). 
 
Nevertheless, their service was involuntary (in earlier Roman history slaves had 
been acquired through war or kidnapping from foreign lands, but by the 1st century 
most slaves had simply been born into slave households). Their legal status, social 
standing, and opportunity for economic independence were clearly lower than others 
in Roman society. So a word stronger than ‘servant’ but weaker than ‘slave’ is 
needed – something meaning ‘semi-permanent employee without legal or economic 
freedom’. Although ‘servant’ comes the closest, no single English word is adequate – 
perhaps because no comparable institution exists in modern Western society. 
  
Therefore, even though there is no exact parallel to such ‘servant’ status in modern 
society, the fact that this was by far the most common kind of employee-employer 
relationship in the ancient world, and that it encompassed a broad range of degrees 
of functional and economic freedom, means that the application of Peter’s directives 
to ‘employees’ today is a very appropriate one. (Free men who worked for others as 
day labourers were closer to ‘independent contractors’ today, since they seemed to 
resist any suggestion that their employers could tell them what to do.)12 In fact, the 
word ‘employee’, though not conveying the idea of absence of freedom, does reflect 
the economic status and skill level of these ancient ‘slaves’ better than do either of 
the words ‘servant’ or ‘slave’ today. 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
2
 ‘Most persons in slavery were treated well; they had been born in the house of their owner and they had been 

trained to perform important domestic, industrial, business, or public tasks’ (S. Scott Bartchy, MALLON CHRÉSAI: 

First-century Slavery and the Interpretation of 1 Corinthians 7:21, SBL Dissertation Series 11 [Missoula, MT: SBL, 

1971], p. 174). Bartchy’s description of 1st-century slavery (pp. 38–87 especially) is an excellent recent summary of 

the evidence. Cf. also IDB supplementary vol., pp. 830–832; and A. H. M. Jones, ‘Slavery in the Ancient World’, in 

Slavery in Classical Antiquity, ed. M. I. Finley (Cambridge: Heffer, 1960), pp. 1–15. 



1. In verse 18 “deference” translates the Greek word phobos = “fear”.  Perhaps 
“reverential fear” might be a nuanced translation in this case.   
(i) To whom should the reverential fear be directed – the slave’s masters 

or God? What reason do you have for your answer? 
(ii) What benefit might there be for the furtherance of the Kingdom of God 

if slaves suffer for acting rightly – if they suffer unjustly? 
 

2. The last part of verse 20 is a bit tricky to translate from the Greek.   
 
Note these well-known translations: 

   NRSV:  you have God’s approval 

   NIV:  this is commendable before God 
   ESV: this is a gracious thing in the sight of God. 
   ASV: this is acceptable with God. 
 
Looking at the Greek, I think ESV is closest.  Certainly, the key Greek word is charis 
= “grace”. 
 
The ESV translation of verses 19 and 20 read in full:   
 
“19 For this is a gracious thing, when, mindful of God, one endures sorrows while 
suffering unjustly. For what credit is it if, when you sin and are beaten for it, you 
endure? But if when you do good and suffer for it you endure, this is a gracious thing 
in the sight of God.” 
 
Compare this with the NRSV: 
 

“19 For it is a credit to you if, being aware of God, you endure pain while suffering 

unjustly. 20 If you endure when you are beaten for doing wrong, what credit is that? 
But if you endure when you do right and suffer for it, you have God’s approval. 
 

(i) What is the significance of “being mindful of God” (NRSV “being aware 
of God”) in this verse?  How does such mindfulness relate to one who 
endures while suffering unjustly? 

(ii) What parallel’s might verses 19 and 20 have for us in our twenty first 
century context? 

 
3. Looking at verses 21 – 25, why do Christians have to suffer? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Pray Together 
  



 

SLAVES AND SERVANTS IN THE TIME OF JESUS - HISTORY AND CULTURE3 

Audience: Adult IndividualsFormat: Web 

The word in the New Testament usually translated as “servant” actually means “slave,” 
and referred to someone who was owned or controlled by someone else, not just a 
servant hired to do a certain job. Some slaves performed menial household tasks. 
Others, called “stewards,” supervised the work of lesser servants or managed the 
master’s finances. In the time of Jesus, some people were slaves because they were born 
to slave parents. Others were captured in war and were forced to become slaves. Some 
people actually sold themselves as slaves because they could have a higher standard of 
life as a slave than if they had to keep struggling to find housing or food on their own. 

Some slaves were better educated than their masters and served as teachers of their 
master’s children. Slaves of rich masters had all kinds of opportunities that they would 
never have had on their own. But slaves had no freedom, and their owners could do 
with them whatever they wanted, including selling them to someone else. After slaves 
became 30 years old, many would become “freedmen,” with duties to the former master 
and his family. Some slaves earned enough money to buy their own freedom, which 
would mean that their children could be free also. 

 
 

                                                      
3 https://bibleresources.americanbible.org/resource/slaves-and-servants-in-the-time-of-jesus-

history-and-culture  accessed 3 July 2020 
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